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Introduction

Starting with Linux Connector version 1.11.0, AMP for Endpoints now offers two ClamAV Virus
Definition configuration options:

Linux-only1.
Full ClamAV2.

Prior to the Linux-only option becoming available, the Linux Connector scanned files using the full
ClamAV virus definition set. This set includes malware signatures for Linux, macOS, Windows and
Android. Although this provides comprehensive coverage, it also requires significant runtime
resources (i.e., CPU time and memory). Some Linux systems can benefit from configuring AMP to
use the smaller Linux-only ClamAV virus definition set.

The Linux-only virus definition file size is less than 10% of the full set. Using a smaller set reduces
computing overhead and makes it possible to run AMP on resource constrained systems. Despite
the performance advantages, reduced coverage for non-Linux malware makes this configuration
only suitable for some applications. E.g., It would be suitable for servers that only host/store Linux
files (such as application servers) but would not be suitable for servers that also host/store non-
Linux files (such as FTP, mail and SMB file servers). The system administrator must balance this
trade-off to choose the appropriate set of virus definitions.

IMPORTANT!

It is highly recommended that all endpoints be upgraded to Connector version 1.11.0 or newer
before using the new Linux-only virus definition option. While 1.10.x and older Connector
versions will accept the new option, its behavior in some cases will not be intuitive. Refer to
the Backwards Compatibility section for details.

Backwards Compatibility

There is an important backwards compatibility issue to consider before configuring endpoints to
use the new Linux-only virus definition option: 1.10.x and older Connectors will continue to use the
full virus definition if the full set had already been downloaded. If configured to use the new Linux-
only virus definition option, the Connector will stop updating the full virus definition set and will only
update the Linux virus definition set thereafter. This can result in the endpoint using up-to-date



Linux virus definitions but out-of-date macOS, Windows, and Android definitions.

There are two possible resolutions:

Upgrade the Connector to 1.11.0 or later.1.
Change the ClamAV Virus Definition setting back to Full ClamAV.2.

Changing the ClamAV Virus Definitions Option

The ClamAV Virus Definition option can be configured using the AMP for Endpoints web portal.
The option for each policy can be changed by navigating to:

Management > Policies > [Linux Policy] > Edit > Advanced Settings > ClamAV

After the AV Definitions policy setting is changed, the new setting takes effect on the endpoints at
the next scheduled virus definition update. That delay is governed by the `Content Update
Internal` policy setting.

The "Some Connectors must be updated to support this virus definition" warning may appear in
the ClamAV Advanced Settings screen if at least one Connector managed by the policy is running
an incompatible Linux Connector version. It is highly recommended to upgrade the Connectors
and resolve this warning before using the Linux-only definitions setting.

Verifying the New Setting at the Endpoint

When configured to use Linux-only definitions, the combined resident memory size of the two AMP
Connector processes should be below 100 MB.

This can be examined using the following command:



top -p `pidof ampdaemon` -p `pidof ampscansvc`

The following is a sample output: 
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